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The shahrÁshÙb or shahrangÐz (city-disturber), one of the many sub-genres of the 
love lyric in the classical Persianate literary tradition but one that has not been 
privileged as others, came into prominence in the late Timurid period and re-
mained popular for the next two centuries. The study of this genre, since it was not 
composed in one fixed form but written in the þiÔ‘ah, rubÁÝÐ, ghazal and mathnawÐ 
forms at various times in its history, is an enlightening case study of the organic 
and often intricately intertwined history of the development of genres and fixed 
forms in the Persian tradition. Written exclusively in the rubÁÝÐ or þiÔ‘a forms in its 
early history by Samanid, Ghaznavid and Seldjuþ poets such as RÙdakÐ, LabÐbÐ, 
MasÝÙd Sa‘d SalmÁn and MahsatÐ, the shahrÁshÙb manifested itself in the ghazal 
form in the works of the Timurid poet, SayfÐ of BukharÁ (d. ca. 1504 C.E.). The 
author of the only extant shahrÁshÙb poems written as ghazals, SayfÐ was associ-
ated with the court of SulÔÁn Íusayn Bayþara in 15th-century Herat. His unpub-
lished dÐwÁn entitled, ÑanÁÞiÝ al-badÁÞiÝ (The Arts of Innovations), is a cycle of 124 
unconnected ghazals on shahrÁshÙb themes, each poem composed of five bayts, 
with a takhalluÒ and devoid of any dedications.1 For this achievement, the poet 
was hailed as an innovator by his contemporary, the litterateur MÐr ÝAlÐ ShÐr 
NawÁÞÐ, in his biographical dictionary, “MawlÁnÁ [SayfÐ] has written fine poems 
about the youths of the city, and for the form (Ôarz) and manner (Ôawr) in which he 
composed subtle verses (laÔÁÞif) he is an innovator (mukhtariÝ).”2 What did it mean 
to be an innovative or original poet at this time? Obviously, the fact that Sayfî’s 
work is the only shahrÁshÙb in the ghazal form in Persian literature is an original 
literary feat, but how did such a work come to be written? In order to explore the 
generic and historic implications of why SayfÐ, a Timurid poet writing at a specific 
time in history, chose the ghazal to write shahrÁshÙb verses when there was no 
precedent for this, one must situate both the form and genre in the particular stages 
of the course of their development during SayfÐ’s time.3 

1  There is a complete manuscript of this work in the KitÁbkhÁnah-i MarkazÐ, Tehran (MS no. 
4585). The text is being edited by the present writer. For manuscripts in Russia and Central 
Asia, see Mirzoev 1977. Mirzoev’s article is also a useful survey of this poet’s works; also 
see Gul�Ðn-Ma‘ÁnÐ 1967: 26-28. 

2  NawÁÞÐ 1985: 231. 
3  In Mirzoev 1977: 285, there is mention of a poet of the early fifteenth century, KotibÐ 

NishopurÐ, who has two shahrÁshÙb ghazals in his (unpublished) dÐvÁn. However, he cannot 
be considered a precedent for SayfÐ since the latter’s work is larger and more cohesive. It is 
certainly likely that poets had begun to write the occasional shahrÁshÙb in the ghazal form. 
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The critical study of the problematic history and definition of the shahrangÐz or 
shahrÁshÙb begins with the pronouncement of E.J.W. Gibb in his monumental 
history of Ottoman literature, that the shahrangÐz genre of poetry was the invention 
of the Ottoman poet MesÐÎÐ who wrote such a poem describing the youths of 
Edirne in 1510 C.E. Gibb asserts that “both subject and treatment are his 
[MesÐÎÐ’s] own conception, he had no Persian model, for there is no similar poem 
in Persian literature.”4 In actuality, this type of poetry was already in existence in 
the Persian tradition for some centuries before that, and Persian and Ottoman poets 
of the sixteenth century who wrote shahrangÐzes were only canonizing what had 
perhaps long been a literary diversion for Persian poets. The multiplicity of terms 
in use for this genre during its long history pose as many problems for its history 
as the texts of the poems themselves. Now exclusively referred to as shahrÁshÙb in 
Persian, it is best defined by De Bruijn: “[It is] based on the representation of the 
beloved as a youthful artisan or member of another social group having such 
marked features as to allow a poet to make fanciful allusions to this quality.”5 Gibb 
observed about these poems that “it is very rare indeed that they contain anything 
in any way personal or individual ... Though humorous, these verses are always 
complimentary in tone; the boys are always spoken of in flattering terms. The 
humour again is never coarse ...”6 The last point is not true for at least one poet of 
the 11th century, the shadowy MahsatÐ, whose obscene shahrÁshÙb poems won her 
a reputation as an immoral bÁzÁrÐ woman.7 Several of her poems have a limerick-
like quality, as this rubÁÝÐ about a butcher: 

Án dilbar-i þaÒÒÁb dukÁn mÐÁrÁst 
istÁdah budand mardumÁn az chap u rÁst 
dastÐ bi-kafal bar zad u khÙsh mÐguft 
aÎsant, zahÐ dunbah-i farbah kih marÁst 

The ravishing butcher’s shop was well-stocked, 
people gathered all around. 
He slapped a rump and said sweetly, 
“Wow! What a fat piece of meat I have!” 

After its bawdy emergence at the hand of this female poet, in an irony of gender 
poetics, the shahrÁshÙb lost its pithy quality and became sanitized in the hands of 
male court poets. Another early proponent of this genre was the Ghaznavid poet 
MasÝÙd SaÝd SalmÁn (d. 1021 C.E.), who addresses a butcher as well but in a much 
gentler tone in this þiÔ‘a: 

Álat-i kushtan dÁrÐ ÒanamÁ ghamzah wu kÁrd 
zÐn dÙ nÁkushtah zi dastat narahad djÁnwarÐ 

4  Gibb 1965: II.232. For a survey of the various theories about the origins of the shahrÁshÙb, 
see MahdjÙb 1967: 677-699; ShamÐsÁ 1995: 228-230; ‘AbdullÁh 1965: 200-275. 

5  De Bruijn 1983: 7. 
6  Gibb 1965: II.235. 
7  GulcÐn MaÝÁnÐ 1967: 15-17; also see Meier 1963. 
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tÙ marÁ djÁnÐ u chÙn bÁ tÙ buwam djÁnwarÐ 
zindah gardam kih zi dÐdÁr-i tÙ yÁbam naÛarÐ 
mÐtarsam kih marÁ rÙzÐ bikushÐ tÙ azÁnkih 
djÁnwar kushtan nazd-i tÙ nadÁrad khaÔarÐ8 

Coquetry and knife - these are the tools of your trade, my beauty- 
no living creature escapes alive from the two. 
You are life to me [but] for you I am an animal, 
I come to life when I catch a glance of you. 
I fear that one day you will slaughter me 
for you have no qualms about killing living creatures. 

MasÝÙd SaÝd’s work is a collection of ninety four of such vignettes on different fea-
tures of the beloved, spanning the entire spectrum of possible youths to be found in 
a typical city of the time. 

The tradition of writing such verses on craftsmen in the rubÁÝÐ form goes back at 
least to the Samanid poet RÙdakÐ, but MasÝÙd SaÝd SalmÁn was the first to write a 
sizable number of shahrÁshÙb poems which have come down to us. From about 
this time until its reemergence in the form of the ghazal with SayfÐ, the history of 
its development is obscure and there are no major extant examples of this genre. 
But the fact is that from its earliest manifestation, the shahrÁshÙb shares some 
features with the lyrical ghazal. The compound word, shahrÁshÙb, is found in 
early ghazals as one of many epithets of the beloved. The portrayal of the beloved 
in the shahrÁshÙb explicitly as a boy is a distinct feature of the early Persian 
ghazal, and specifically the character of the rowdy and dishevelled boy is to be 
found in the ghazals of SanÁÝÐ, ÝAÔÔÁr and ÍÁfiÛ. 

The ghazal in its chequered history as, to use Julie S. Meisami’s description, 
“both highly conventional and highly flexible,”9 had lent itself easily to poems that 
were written in all kinds of modes: elegiac, panegyric, ÎabsÐyyÁt, etc. Its evolution 
is explained by Frank Lewis in the following: 

[B]eginning with the formal characteristics of including one’s signature, or taxallos, in 
shorter poems on a variety of themes, such as those found in the DÐvÁn of SanÁÞÐ, poets 
separate out the various topoi—the mystical, the religious, the amatory—and develop 
them in different directions, until finally ... these disparate strains began to harmonize once 
again. By this time the evolution has come full-circle: gazal has lost its original mean-
ing—an amatory, as opposed to a panegyrical (madh) mode or theme—and is now consid-
ered a fixed form of its own that can treat of a range of themes in various modes. Certainly 
by the Timurid and Safavid periods, if not during the Mongol period and even earlier, the 
ghazal is recognized as a genre of its own, with a pre-determined limit as to length, but lit-
tle restriction as to theme10 

As the privileged form in the post-Mongol period, it was used to ingenious and 
innovative ends by many a poet, such as the two fifteenth century Timurid poets, 

                                                                                                                    

8  MasÝÙd SaÝd SalmÁn 1985: 933. 
9  Meisami 1987: 241. 
10  Lewis 1995: 106-107. 
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AbÙ IsÎÁþ (BusÎÁq) ÝAÔÝimah and NiÛÁm al-DÐn MaÎmÙd ¬ÁrÐ, known as the 
“food poet” and the “clothes poet” respectively, who had produced dÐwÁns that 
were entirely on the subject of food and clothes.11 For these poets, including SayfÐ, 
the production of such dÐwÁns was a response to both the aesthetic exigencies of 
their time and the literary traditions they inherited.12 Despite the fact that Timurid 
poets were extending and reformulating the parameters of form and genre, the 
study of the ghazal of this period has not received much attention. According to 
Paul Losensky, “while most scholars recognize that the ghazal was ‘by far the 
most popular poetic genre’ of the period, we seldom find examples of this genre 
quoted or analyzed, and discussions of later Timurid poetics focus largely on 
rhetorically complex instances of the þaÒÐdah and masnavÐ.”13 Too often viewed 
merely as the precursor of the stylized and metaphoric sabk-i HindÐ ghazal, the 
poetry written in the later Timurid age is dismissed as a hollow reflection of the 
artistic sumptuousness that marked the courtly culture of this time. 

Returning to the familiar figure of the butcher, this time in SayfÐ’s poem, will 
illustrate how the genre of shahrÁshÙb and the ghazal form came together neatly 
without violating the conventions of either tradition: 

tÁ parÐrukhsÁrah-i þaÒÒÁb rÁ dÐwÁnah am 
bÁ raþÐbÁnast dÁÞim djang-i þaÒÒÁbÁnah am 

sarw-i sÐmandÁm-i man tÁ bar miyÁn zandjÐr bast 
 hast azÁn zandjÐr þullÁb-i balÁ har dÁnah am 
tÁ shawad rawshan kih man az kushtanÐhÁ-yi tÙ am 
dÁgh kun az dast-i khÙnÁlÙd-i khÙd bar shÁnah am 

dast u pÁyam chust band u bar gulÙyam kÁrd mÁl 
 sar djudÁ sÁz az tan u andÁz dar vÐrÁnah am 
gar birÁnad bandah-yi SayfÐ rÁ az dar hamchÙn sagÁn 
kay rawam az ÁstÁn-i Ù sag-i Ðn khÁnah am 

As long as I am crazy for the beautiful butcher 
I am in a constant bloody battle with my rivals. 

The chain that my beloved tied around my waist 
 has become hooks of torture for every atom of my body. 
Since it is clear that I am one of your victims for slaughter, 
brand my shoulder with your own bloody hands. 

Bind my hands and feet tightly, press the knife to my throat, 
sever my head from my body, and toss me into the wilderness. 

Even though he drives his slave SayfÐ away from his door like a dog, 
how can I leave his threshold? I am the dog of this house. 

11  Browne 1951: III.344-353. 
12  For the aesthetics of this period, see Subtelny 1986: 56-79. Subtelny discusses the impor-

tance of the quality of takalluf (affectation) which could be achieved externally through the 
use of difficult metres, rhymes or words, or internally by means of unusual images, compari-
sons and other rhetorical devices. Also see Yarshater 1986: 965-94. SayfÐ’s interest in out-
ward forms is attested by the fact that he wrote treatises on ÝarÙÃ (meter) and the muÝammÁ 
(riddle) form. 

13  Losensky 1998: 142-143; 135 for a survey of such attitudes. 
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This poem, striking in its sado-masochistic images, is both a ghazal and a 
shahrÁshÙb. It is faithful to all the conventions of the ghazal that were established 
by this time, and it is a shahrÁshÙb because of its theme and the fact that we are 
reading the work with certain generic expectations. As in the ghazal, the beloved 
here is represented as inattentive and downright cruel towards the poet, who in turn 
is the archetypal suffering lover. The experience of love has allowed the poet to in-
ternalize his beloved’s actions – as he fights bloody battles with his rivals – and at 
times even transforms him into the very object that is his beloved’s professional 
tool, as with the sÁzandah (musician) who is a much gentler object of love than the 
butcher: 

tÁr-i tanbÙr-i khÙd az rishtah-yi djÁnam sÁzad 
tÁ bi-miÃrÁb-i djafÁ sÁzadash az ham kandah 

He makes strings for his lute from my soul’s sinews, 
to torture me by strumming them with a pick. 

One significant feature of these poems is that the unity of the ghazal, a much-
debated topic of scholarly discussion, is preserved here.14 In this respect, this type 
of ghazal with a short narrative and straightforward language devoid for the most 
part of elaborate rhetorical devices, anticipates another sub-genre of the love-lyric, 
the maktab-i wuþÙÝ (realistic school) that became popular with the sabk-i HindÐ po-
ets.15 Another noteworthy aspect of SayfÐ’s ghazals is that he masterfully manipu-
lates the takhalluÒ in the ghazal to transform the topical and beloved-centred 
shahrÁshÙb poem (for which the rubÁÝÐ and þiÔ‘a were most suitable), to a more 
subjective and poet-centered narrative. In the maþÔaÝ he often separates his lover 
and poet personas by distancing SayfÐ the lover from SayfÐ the poet in order to 
boast about the merits of his work, as in this maþÔaÝ from a ghazal about a sharbat-
dÁr: 

tÁ chÙ SayfÐ waÒf-i khÙbÁn-i shikarlab mÐkunam 
harkih khÁhad lidhdhatÐ mÐkhÁnad az ash‘Ár-i man 

As long as I describe, like SayfÐ, the sweet-lipped beauties, 
anyone seeking pleasure will read my poems. 

Each ghazal explores the multiple and variegated aspects of the dalliance of lover 
and beloved, with the lover remaining constant with respect to his emotional and 
physical state as the beloved changes his external form. As each successive boy 
spurns the lover, the sawdÁÞ (transaction) of the marketplace embodied in the 
shahrÁshÙb genre is metaphorized into the sawdÁ (passion) of love of the ghazal. 
Beyond playing with the single aspect of the beloved’s identity, there are no other 

                                                                                                                    

14  Mirzoev has noted this feature of the ghazal during this period in the works of BinÁÞÐ, DjÁmÐ, 
NawÁÞÐ and SayfÐ, as discussed by Rypka 1968: 282. For unity in the ghazal, see Lewis 1995: 
14-36. 

15  ShamÐsÁ 1990: 159-162. 
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distinguishing characteristics among the 124 boys. In SayfÐ’s work, as in the poems 
of his predecessors, there are an equal number of boys whose description is based 
on a physical characteristic (e.g., curly-haired beloved, the beloved who is hard of 
hearing, the beloved on the street) as on a trade,16 and at times he ingeniously in-
cludes an unusual case, such as the yÁr-i zindÁnÐ: 

nÐst yÁrÐ tÁ bi-zindÁn pÐsh-i djÁnÁnam barad 
mÐkhuram may tÁ ‘asas gÐrad u bi-zindÁn barad 

There is no love until I am with my beloved in prison, 
I drink wine so the policeman can haul me off to prison. 

In other instances, there is only a boy with a name, such as ‘AbdullÁh, Íasan ÝAlÐ, 
pisar-i ShÁh Íusayn, or a collective group, as the unnamed sih barÁdar (three 
brothers). Thus, the range is wider than merely the craftsmen of the bÁzÁr and cov-
ers the entire social scene of the day, as is the case with Mas‘Ùd Sa‘d’s poems of 
this genre. 

If we decontextualize SayfÐ’s poems from the history of the ghazal, their 
primary importance is as a catalogue of different tradesmen in a typical Timurid 
city. For this reason, historians have mined them for information on the various 
trades and professions found in the bÁzÁrs of pre-modern cities at different points 
in time, although such a utilitarian function of poetry is only viable if there is a 
proper understanding of its appropriate literary and historical context. Eastern 
European literary critics of Persian literature like Rypka and Becka have perceived 
SayfÐ as a spokesperson for the poor classes and the shahrÁshÙb as espousing a 
working-class ethic and social consciousness.17 Although the phenomenon of the 
practice of poetry spreading to every strata of society in the Timurid period is 
attested to by biographical dictionaries and histories, 18 it is worth keeping in mind 
that the courtly poet’s interaction with his Others, who may be members of lower 
classes or minority groups, in the shahrÁshÙb is more in the realm of metaphor and 
is not meant to mirror any social realities or comment upon them. Although SayfÐ 
was influenced by the multifariousness of his society and thus documents the 
existence of unusual trades and words that are not used in Persian anymore, but 
which would have been familiar to his audience, his poems have more to do with 
the world of the ghazal than the real one. 

Why was the ghazal not used after SayfÐ to write shahrÁshÙbs? With Safavid 
and Mughal poets, the shahrÁshÙb increasingly became merely one topos of many 
in the structurally complex poems that fall into the larger category of building 
verse, composed to eulogize rulers for their extensive construction projects in 

16  In this respect, SayfÐ’s work is closer to the earlier shahrÁshÙbs, and different from the later 
ones where the boys are exclusively youths engaged in trades. 

17  Rypka 1968: 282, 508. Mirzoev 1977, however, emphasizes the technical mastery of SayfÐ 
over his social consciousness, 287. 

18  Losensky 1998: 137-145. 
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Safavid Iran and Mughal India. ShahrÁshÙbs became elaborate poems, written in 
the mathnawÐ form, with the prerequisite multiple sections such as duÝÁ, madÎ for a 
sultan, description of the wonders of the capital city, enhanced by a catalogue of 
tradesmen.19 By including this section in his panegyric, the poet indirectly 
comments on the flourishing markets and bustling streets of the ruler’s cities, and 
begins to call the modest shahrÁshÙb (city-disturber) by grander names such as 
falakÁshÙb (heaven-disturber) and jahÁnÁshÙb (world-disturber). From the inner 
and private world of the lover and beloved in the ghazal, the shahrÁshÙb moved 
into the public realm for which the mathnawÐ form was more suitable.  

In summing up, we return to the question, why did SayfÐ choose to write his 
poems in the ghazal form when his precedents had been shahrashÙbs in the þiÔ‘a 
and rubÁÝÐ forms? In addition to the fact that the ghazal was the most adaptable 
form for expressing the various modes of love, whether mystical or courtly or 
other, its homoerotic ambiance with defined roles for the lover and beloved made it 
particularly attractive for the shahrÁshÙb at this time. Since this genre had not yet 
developed into an explicitly panegyric poem that praised a ruler and his capital by 
describing its beautiful youths, the ghazal with the ambiguities of its language, was 
well-suited for SayfÐ’s purposes. Not the least, SayfÐ chose the ghazal because it 
allowed him to exploit the functions of the takhalluÒ. 

Maria Eva Subtelny makes the following comment about the poetics of this 
period in comparison with that of the sabk-i hindÐ, which followed this age: 

The same intricacy that was to mark the former [sabk-i HindÐ] on the internal, metaphori-
cal level, with associations connected with old images rebounding off each other and cre-
ating, in turn, new and unexpected images, characterized the latter [Timurid poetry] on the 
external or formal level.20 

It follows then, that SayfÐ was an innovator only on an external or formal level. 
However, the criteria for what is considered original or innovative in poetry are 
never universal nor constant, and it would be self-defeating to reduce the 
achievements of a whole age or even an individual poet to binary opposites of 
internal and external. The sabk-i hindÐ poets were often equally interested in 
experimenting at the formal or external level as their Timurid predecessors;21 
likewise, Timurid poets were not unconscious of the idea of innovation in terms of 

                                                                                                                    

19  Some better-known of SayfÐ’s successors in the Persian tradition are LisÁnÐ ShÐrÁzÐ who 
panegyrized the Tabriz of ShÁh ÓahmÁsp (r. 1524-1576) in his MadjmaÝ al-aÒnÁf (The As-
sembly of Crafts), WahÐdÐ ¬azwÐnÐ’s shahrÁshÙb in mathnawÐ form dedicated to ShÁh Su-
laymÁn ÑafÐ (r. 1666-1694) that describes IÒfahÁn as well as the craftsmen of its bazars, and 
KalÐm KÁshÁnÐ’s panegyric mathnawÐ on the Mughal city of AkbarÁbÁd written for the em-
peror ShÁh DjahÁn (r. 1628-1656), that has shahrÁshÙb verses specific to an Indian context. 
For the ¢ehrengÐz in Ottoman literature, see Stewart-Robinson 1990: 201-11; the shahrÁshob 
in Urdu literature became exclusively a poem of the decline of cities, see Petievich 1990: 99-
110. 

20  Subtelny 1986: 79. 
21  Schimmel 1973: 28, passim. 
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style and imagery. We should not be restricted to binary oppositions in our ideas of 
what originality or innovation signified; W. Jackson Bate’s explanation of the 
concept of “originality” in eighteenth-century English literature is particularly 
useful in our case: 

[Originality] was an “open” term, capable of suggesting not only creativity, invention, or 
mere priority but also essentialism (getting back to the fundamental), vigor, purity, and 
above all freedom of the spirit. As such it transcended most of the particular qualities that 
could be latched on to it, qualities that, if taken singly as exclusive ends, could so easily 
conflict with each other ... Add to this the social appeal of the concept of “originality”: its 
association with the individual’s “identity” (a word that was now increasing in connotative 
importance) as contrasted with the more repressive and dehumanizing aspects of organized 
life.22 

In SayfÐ’s case, I would argue that the the act of choosing a poetic form that was 
not previously used is itself an innovative step. A literary age does not arbitrarily 
force its aesthetic criteria on an individual poet; the poet has equal agency in the 
choice of form and what to do with it. It is not a mere coincidence that SayfÐ 
wanted to write a shahrÁshÙb and the ghazal happened to be the privileged form of 
the day; multiple factors in the history of literary tastes, genres and forms 
coalesced to produce the conditions for the ÑanÁÞi al-badÁÞiÝ to be composed. In 
addition to NawÁ’Ð’s comment on SayfÐ’s work, we are fortunate enough to have a 
þiÔ‘a by SayfÐ himself that is quoted in the BÁburnÁmah: 

mathnawÐ garchih sunnat-i shu‘arÁst 
man ghazal fard-i ‘ayn mÐdÁnam 
pandj baytÐ kih dilpadhÐr buvad 
bihtar az khamsatayn mÐdÁnam 

Although mathnawÐ is the stock in trade of poets, 
I consider the ghazal obligatory upon myself. 
If there are five lines that are pleasing, 
They are better than the two Khamsas.23 

This is a testament to an invidual poet’s personal choice in choosing to write in the 
ghazal form when the mathnawÐ form was becoming popular and would be used 
by poets for writing shahrÁshÙbs. It also affirms the view of the ghazal as an en-
during, popular and flexible poetic form and genre of Persian lyric poetry. 
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